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Abstract

Abrmmov V.V., Baldln B.Tu., Buzulutakov А.Г., Bityukov S.I., Glebov B.7u., Dyshkant A.S.,

Evdokiaov V.H., Krinitsyn A.M., Kryehkin V.I., Kul'mn K.Yu., Podstavkov V.H.,

Sulyaev R.H., Turchanovlch L.K., VrazbnoV Tu.H., Zmushko V.V.

Pair Production of Pions with flj—itric Hr-iaenta in the Range 0.56p_4 2.0 GeV/c tn

70-GeV p-p Collisions.

•- . 7. (IHH> 81-95 SIRP-X-100).

Refe. 10.

The invariant cross aection slop* of the pp—- ж w+ X process as a function of p

is found to have a break near 1 GeV/з. Fitting the cross section by a aua of two exponents

gives the values of powers (12.3 + 0.9) «3eV/c)~l and (8.7 + 0.6) «3eV/c)-l. The experimen-

tal points at pip>l OeV/c are significantly higher than predictions based on hard scattering

models such a* Q C D / V and СИ'
2
'.

Абрамов В.В., Балдм Б.Ю., Бузулуцков А.Ф., Бвтюков С Л . , Вражнов Ю.Н., Глебов В.Ю., Дышкант А.С.,
Евдокимов В.Н., Змушко В£„ Крмнмцын А.Н., Крышкщн В.И., Кульман Н.Ю., Полставков В.М.,
Суляев P.M., Турчановкч Л.К. • '
Образование пар пионов с симметржчнымж нмлульсамн в облаете 0,5 < Р ^2,0 ГэВ/с в рр-соуда-

реннях прн энергии 70 ГэВ. Серпухов, 1861.
7стр. с р и с (ИФВЭ ОЭФ 81-95 SERP-E-100).
Бкблиогр. 10.
В инвариантном сечении процесса рр -» п я" + X в зависимости от (J наблюдается изменение на-

клона около 1 ГэВ/с. При его описании суммой двух экспонент показатели экспонент равны (12,3 +.
£ 0,9) (ГэВ/с)" 1 и (8,7 + 0,6) (ГэБ/с)" 1 . Экспериментальные результаты в области (J > I ГэВ/с"
существенно превышают предсказания моделей жестких соударений КХД / 1 / ' и М О С ' 2 / .



The high p_ hadron pair production with equal but opposite

transverse momenta in the c.m.s'. of colliding particles (symmetric

momenta) not only reveals information about two constituents but

also are remarkable for a special feature. For these processes the

influence of the parton primordial momentum has a negligible ef~

/3/

feet and a relation between the parton kinematic variables and

the secondary hadron transverse momenta becomes quite definite.

Thus the comparison of experimental results with model calculations

becomes more reliable.

We measured zero-charge meson pair production invariant cross

section in 70-GeV p-p collisions with a focusing double-arm spectro-

meter (FQDS) . Pions were back-to-back produced at 90° in the

proton-proton c.m.s. and their equal momenta are in the range

0.45< p_4 1,99 GeV/c. The experimental procedure and data analysis
/5/

were described in detail elsewhere . Only most important features

will be outlined here. The bean intensity was measured with se-

condary emission chambers with absolute 6% precision and 1% stabi-



lity. Pions were identified by threshold Cerenkov counters. Drift

chambers defined the particle trajectory and measured the momenta

with an accuracy of 1%. The momentum acceptance ,A p/p, was 20%.

In the experiment we measured the ratio of п
+
я ~ -meson yield over

the product of single pion yields normalized to the number of pro-

ton interactions in the target. If the spectrometer acceptance for

pair production is equal to the product of the single-arm accep -

tances, then the ratio is equivalent to the correlation function R.

The function is defined as the ratio of the pair cross section

over the product of the single-particle cross sections normalized

to the inelastic p-p cross section collisions. From the measured

values of R and the invariant production cross sections for n
+
- and

/4/

n~- mesons obtained earlier with the same apparatus the invariant

cross section for the pion pair production was derived. The results

are presented in the Table.

First of all it is worth to note that R varies very slowly

at p
T
< 1 GeV/c and grows steeply at higher p . Such a behaviour

of R is reflected in p -dependence of the я n-~-meson production

invariant cross section. It falls off sharply at p < 1 GeV/c and

T

then the slope becomes less steep. The simplest description of the

cross section behaviour is by a sum of two exponents (see Fig. 1).

The values of the powers then are equal to (12.3 + 0.9) (GeV/c)"
1

and (8.7 + 0.6) (GeV/c)"
1
.
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The correlation function and the invariant cross section
of the process pp -» n
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n~ + X
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The component dominating at high p
T
 and corresponding to a

large value of R seems to be connected with the so-called hard col-

lisions via hadron constituent interaction. The second component

connected with low p
T
 and small value of R originates from soft

collisions. The fact that these two components have not been seen

in the single particle cross sections at 70 Gev may be explained

by smearing due to parton primordial momentum.

Correlation measurements at 24' ' and 70 Ge\r , though such

conclusions have not been made in the references, have indications

on the existence of two components in the pair production of pions

with symmetric momenta. The results concerning the azimuthal cor-



relations of neutral pion

pairs at 70 GeY not only re-

veals the same trend in p
T
-de-

pendence of R but also exibit

isotropical distribution of

the "soft" Component versus

the azimuthal angle. Unfortuna-

tely the nuclear targets used

in the experiments complicated

the interpretation of the re-

sults .

The measured invariant

cross sections of the pp -»

•• п+п~ + X process at high p

are compared with the QCD-par-

/1/*)
ton model calculations ,

where partons are assumed to be quarks and gluons, and with the

Constituent Interchange Model (СШ) predictions . The re-

sults are presented in Fig. 1. The p dependence of the pair pro-

duction has в similar shape not only for both predictions, but

with the experimental points as well. The normalization are signi-

Fig. I. The invariant cross section of the

pp '•• я V + X process at 70 GeV.

The solid line is the fitting of

the experimental data by a SUB of

two exponents (see the text). The

QCD and С Ш calculations are drown

by dash-dot and dashed lines, res-

, pectively.

Tua author» of ref.'
lo
'< have obtained in the leading logarithm approximation an

expression for the symmetric hadron pair production cross section which differs from the one

of ref ./V. However, the expression seems to be applicable only at very high energies.



ficantly lower than the data. The largest disagreement is for the

QCD calculations. The difference is much larger than in the case

/6/

of the inclusive spectra . This fact seems to be unexpected one |

because as it was mentioned above the pair production process has

no uncertainties connected with the parton primordial transverse

momentum. It is worth to note that at higher energies both models

describe the data reasonably well^3»9/.

The authors express their gratitude to E.M.Levin and M.G.Rys-

kin for the inlightening discussions.
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